SOVIET FOREIGN TRADE AGENCIES ABROAD:
A NOTE†

JOHN QUIGLEY*

Soviet trade agencies abroad play a crucial role in the conduct of foreign trade by the U.S.S.R. A variety of Soviet state agencies participate in this work. This article will attempt first to outline briefly their development, and then to examine their chief characteristics as they presently exist.

I

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRADE AGENCY

The first permanent Soviet trade establishments abroad were organized by the People's Commissariat of Foreign Trade in the 1920's. As Soviet trade with the West began to grow, the Commissariat set up trade delegations (torgovye predstavitel'stva) as an adjunct of the Soviet diplomatic mission in those Western nations that had recognized the Soviet state. These delegations enjoyed certain diplomatic privileges granted by treaty. In countries that had not yet recognized the Soviet state, the Commissariat formed corporations under local law, wholly owned by Soviet governmental agencies and officials. Important examples of such corporations, which were called trade agencies, are Arcos, Ltd. (London, founded in 1920) and Amtorg (New York, founded in 1924). These trade delegations and trade agencies sold nearly all Soviet export goods and purchased almost all imports.

Home-based foreign trade agencies—gostorgs (responsible for trade in a union republic) and joint-stock companies (responsible for trade in a particular line of products)—played a subordinate role at this period. While they were permitted to maintain agents in the trade delegations (and agencies), these agents were limited to advising the delegations and to participating in negotiations with foreign parties. But they were not permitted to negotiate independently, or to sign transactions in their own name. The only exception was the Gostorg of the Russian Republic, which was allowed to deal directly with foreigners for the export of certain raw materials, including flax and hemp.
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With regard to exports, the gostorg (or joint-stock company) would apply to the Commissariat for an export license, which would be granted only if the proposed sale fell within the current annual export plan. The gostorg then purchased the goods through one of its local agencies, either by direct purchase or on a commission basis. In turn, it sold the goods through a trade delegation (or agency), which also operated on a commission basis, selling in its own name but on behalf of the gostorg. The trade delegation alone was responsible for the transaction with the foreign importer; no direct legal relations were created between the foreign importer and the gostorg. An alternate procedure was also used: where a foreign customer could not be found in advance, a trade delegation might purchase goods from a gostorg on a consignment basis, holding them in its warehouse abroad until it could locate a purchaser.

Imports were handled in analogous fashion. The gostorg, having received an import license from the Commissariat, transmitted it to a trade delegation, which purchased the goods from a foreign supplier on a commission basis—in its own name but on behalf of the gostorg. Since the trade delegation purchased the goods in its own name, it alone entered into legal relations with the foreign supplier, no direct legal relations being formed between the foreign supplier and the gostorg. The gostorg might purchase import goods from the trade delegation in its own name for subsequent resale on the internal market or on a commission basis, upon request of a specific domestic economic organization. In the latter case, two separate commission relationships were created—one between the trade delegation and the gostorg, the other between the gostorg and the domestic economic organization.

This division of labor between the trade delegation abroad and the gostorg at home led to serious communication problems. A 1928 decree advised the Commissariat of Foreign Trade "to take immediately measures to improve the ties of organizations procuring export goods with agencies selling them abroad, in order to ensure: (a) the possibility of quickly making the assortment, standards, etc., of export goods suitable for the needs of the foreign market; (b) timely notification to organizations procuring export goods about their sale, about difficulties arising in connection therewith, and about the reasons giving rise to such difficulties."

Contemporary authors criticized the trade delegations for failing to orient themselves properly in the complex markets of the capitalist world, for failing to penetrate new markets, for failing to fit Soviet goods to the requirements of the market.
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foreign markets, for failing to obtain adequate information about these markets, for failing to establish long-term relations with foreign companies, and for exporting certain goods at a time of year when prices were low instead of waiting for a seasonal price rise.

With respect to imports, procedures were particularly cumbersome. They were especially inadequate to cope with the large volume of small orders with which the gostorgs continually bombarded the trade delegations. An individual enterprise, under the procedure then in effect, requested import goods through its superior agency, a trust, which forwarded the request to its superior agency, a combine or syndicate, which forwarded it to a gostorg, which forwarded it to a trade delegation (or agency). In many instances, neither the gostorg nor the trade delegation possessed expertise in the product involved. While this lengthy procedure might have been worth the trouble where large transactions were involved, it was too cumbersome for small sales. As a result, many state enterprises resorted to the illegal practice of ordering goods through foreign concessionaires.

A major factor in the Commissariat’s inability to cope with these tasks was an acute shortage of trained personnel. As Foreign Trade Commissar Leonid Krasin justly complained, tsarist Russia had not developed foreign trade expertise, since most trade had been handled by foreigners. While in domestic industry the Bolsheviks were able to draw on the know-how of specialists of the old regime, in foreign trade they were not so fortunate. Furthermore, in selecting personnel for posts abroad, the Commissariat was careful to ensure their political reliability.

During the early 1930’s, home-based foreign trade organizations were strengthened substantially. Out of the joint-stock companies of the 1920’s grew foreign trade combines (ob‘edineniia) monopolizing the export or import trade, or both, in a particular line of goods. These Moscow-based combines gradually took operational functions away from the trade delegations. By 1935 they had assumed the primary role in trading with foreign companies.

This transfer of the bulk of foreign trade operations to Moscow was advantageous to the Soviet Union for a variety of economic, political, and juridical reasons. From the economic point of view, it gave Soviet traders the natural advantage of operating on “home soil.” Commissariat officials could more easily supervise the combines, and the combines could maintain closer relations with Soviet producers of export goods and users of import goods. Direct contact between the
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foreigner and the Soviet producer (or user) could more easily be arranged where appropriate, either through a visit by the foreigner to the Soviet enterprise or through participation of an enterprise representative in the negotiations. Reduction of staffs abroad meant that combine staffs could be bolstered with specialists familiar with capitalist markets. It also meant a considerable savings in foreign currency to maintain personnel abroad, and corresponding expenditures by foreign businessmen visiting Moscow. Operating in Moscow also served to improve the foreign businessman’s confidence in the combine, reducing fears based on lack of familiarity with the Soviet Union. Finally, sale of exports from Moscow by F.O.B. and C.I.F. contracts meant an end to consignment sales, which had involved extra transportation and storage costs.

Transfer to Moscow also offered a number of advantages in the legal regulation of trade. Conclusion of contracts in Moscow made it more likely that foreigners would agree in the contracts to arbitrate in Moscow and to stipulate application of Soviet law. Where the parties did not choose a law to govern the contract, conclusion in Moscow made it more likely that a court or arbitration panel would select Soviet law as applicable. Furthermore, from a political standpoint, the transfer to Moscow provided a boost to Soviet international prestige at a time when the Soviet government was still trying to establish its respectability in the world community.

The movement of trade activity to Moscow was possible only because of substantial improvements in the U.S.S.R.’s economic position. Improved saleability of Soviet exports permitted elimination of consignment sales. With increased access to foreign credits as the Depression subsided, contracts were being concluded for longer periods of time, with a resultant decrease in the need for direct contact with the foreign party. Most importantly, as a result of production increases, the Soviet Union was, by 1935, much less reliant on foreign goods than it had been during the early years of the First Five-Year Plan. Imports, which reached a high of 866 million rubles in 1931, had by 1935 been cut to a level of 189 million rubles. This drastic reduction in import requirements led to a significant improvement in the U.S.S.R.’s balance of payments position, and allowed the Soviet government to require Western merchants to make the pilgrimage to Moscow without fear that domestic production plans would be seriously jeopardized if certain of them balked at the idea. “Now the sword of Damocles does not hang over us, to sell come what may,” said the Soviet Trade Delegate to Sweden. “We can hold out on prices and dictate our terms to the world market.”
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From the foreign businessman's point of view, the transfer of trade operations to Moscow was a mixed blessing. Amtorg explained in a letter to its U.S. suppliers that transactions would be carried out directly with a combine in Moscow and that Amtorg's only function would be to inspect goods before shipment to the U.S.S.R. The need to travel to Moscow worked a hardship, especially on smaller companies, but at the same time it expedited negotiations and facilitated contact with Soviet production enterprises. The new system of dealing directly with the combine eliminated the possibility that the trade delegation might cancel an order provisionally given by a combine.

II

Present Characteristics

Since 1935, Soviet trade delegations abroad have not carried on trade directly with foreigners on any substantial scale. They do, however, exercise important organizational and regulatory functions. They supervise those combines trading in the country where the delegation is located, and, in particular, see that the combines observe Soviet foreign trade legislation. When a combine concludes a foreign trade contract in Moscow, it must send a copy to the trade delegation in the relevant country. If a combine sends a representative abroad to inspect goods being purchased, that representative is, during his stay, administratively subordinate to the trade delegation, though in his inspection activities he remains subject to the orders of the combine. Trade delegations also issue permits to import goods into the U.S.S.R., documents on the origin of goods, and permits to transship goods through the U.S.S.R. In addition, they study the economy of the receiving state and inform local companies about opportunities for trade with the U.S.S.R.

The trade delegations retain the legal power to conclude actual trade transactions, though they do not frequently exercise this power. They almost never contract in their own name, though they occasionally contract as agent for a combine or guarantee a combine's obligation. When trade delegation personnel sign as agent for a combine, the combine alone becomes a party to the contract, and neither the trade delegation nor the Soviet state is liable. When, however, they sign as primary contractor or guarantor, the trade delegation and the state are liable, since the trade delegation, unlike the combine, is not an independent legal entity.

Soviet legislation regulates quite carefully the formalities of contracts concluded in the name of a trade delegation. The contract must be in writing. If the amount
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in question does not exceed 40,000 rubles, the trade delegate (head of the delegation) may sign at his own discretion; if over 40,000 rubles, the trade delegate must obtain permission from the Foreign Trade Minister (or a deputy minister) in Moscow.\textsuperscript{35} Alternately, a trade delegation contract may be signed by two persons, one of whom must be the trade delegate, deputy trade delegate, or (with the trade delegate’s authorization) the head of a department of the trade delegation. The other may be any staff member named in a list of persons authorized to sign contracts. This list is communicated to the government of the receiving country and is printed in an appropriate publication of that country.\textsuperscript{36}

While Soviet doctrine holds the state liable on the obligations of a trade delegation, it also holds that a trade delegation, as an arm of the state, may not be sued in a foreign court because of the doctrine of sovereign immunity. Since, however, many Western courts have refused to grant such immunity, the Soviet government regularly includes in trade treaties a provision subjecting the trade delegation to the jurisdiction of local courts for commercial obligations undertaken in that country, but relieving it of liability on other civil-legal claims.\textsuperscript{37} Thus, the practical significance of the Soviet claim of immunity for the trade delegation is not great, both because of the customary treaty waiver and because of the infrequency with which trade delegations contract in their own name. Also, as part of the Soviet embassy establishment of the receiving state, a trade delegation enjoys, by treaty, certain diplomatic privileges: immunity of its buildings, the right to use cipher, personal diplomatic immunity for the trade delegate and several other top officials, immunity from income tax for all trade delegation employees, and exemption from enrollment in local trade registers.\textsuperscript{38}

Since it may be involved in matters affecting Soviet foreign policy, a trade delegation is subject, in certain respects, to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the U.S.S.R. The trade delegate and deputy delegates are appointed by the Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. on nomination by the Foreign Trade Minister, who must, however, obtain consent to the nomination from the Minister of Foreign Affairs.\textsuperscript{39} The Foreign Trade Ministry must also consult with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in establishing the size of a trade delegation and in appointing
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personnel below the rank of deputy trade delegate. The head of the diplomatic
delegation in the particular country has the right to suspend any trade delegation
operation that he considers politically inappropriate.

Each trade delegation is directly subordinate to Moscow. During the 1920's and
early 1930's, when the trade delegations conducted much trade on their own, com-
petition developed among them, and as a result the Commissariat appointed
the trade delegation in Berlin to coordinate the activities of all trade delegations in
Europe. However, the need for such coordination disappeared when the com-
bines assumed primary responsibility for trade in 1935.

A trade delegation may, with permission of the Ministries of Foreign Trade and
Foreign Affairs, open a branch office in another city of the country to which it is
accredited. The right of the Soviet Union to open such offices is often stipulated
in the trade agreement with the particular country. The heads of such offices
are called plenipotentiaries of the given trade delegation, but they are appointed by,
and are directly subordinate to, the Foreign Trade Minister in Moscow, not to the
trade delegate.

The system of trade delegations has been extremely useful to the Soviet foreign
trade system. During the early years they conducted trade. While at present their
functions are much more limited, they still coordinate the activities of combines
and assist them with their knowledge of local conditions. As the combines become
more and more knowledgeable through long experience, however, the importance
of these trade delegation services will diminish.

Commercial counsellors (or attachés) in Soviet embassies perform the functions
of a trade delegation in those countries where the U.S.S.R. has no trade delega-
tion. These officers and their small staffs may be replaced by a full trade del-
egation as trade with the given country increases. Soviet consulates perform only
limited commercial functions, studying the local economy and keeping Moscow
informed of performance under trade treaties.

The Soviet Union has also established commercial corporations in foreign coun-
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tries under the local corporation law, the stock being owned by Soviet government agencies either *in toto*, or jointly with local business interests. This device is used either for general trade (in countries having no trade delegation) or for trade in a particular product. The first such company was Arcos, Ltd., formed in London in 1920 to handle general Soviet-British trade. Arcos was subsequently absorbed by the Soviet trade delegation in London.

Another such foreign company is the Amtorg Trading Corporation in New York City (the acronym Amtorg means “American trade”), organized under the corporation law of the state of New York. While the U.S.S.R. maintains a commercial counsellor’s office in its Washington, D.C. embassy, it nonetheless utilizes Amtorg for most of its operations and much of its commercial advisory work in the United States. Amtorg was established in 1924 and continued operations after establishment of diplomatic relations with the United States in 1933, since the U.S. government refused to admit a Soviet trade delegation with diplomatic status.

A controlling share of Amtorg’s stock is held by the Foreign Trade Bank in Moscow, while the remaining shares are held by Centrosoiuz (a Soviet consumer cooperative) and by two officers of the corporation, both Soviet citizens. Amtorg enjoys no diplomatic privileges. It is subject to municipal, state, and federal regulation, and to suit in court just like any other New York corporation. When, in 1949, Amtorg declined to register with the U.S. Justice Department under the Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938, six of its officers were arrested, though charges were later dropped following Amtorg’s registration. While its principal function is advisory—to put American companies in touch with appropriate Soviet combines and to counsel them on trade with the U.S.S.R.—it frequently concludes contracts as agent for a combine (though never in its own name).

In addition to operating wholly-owned companies like Amtorg for general trade, Soviet agencies also participate in joint Soviet-foreign companies for specialized trading. The Russian Wood Agency, owned jointly by the combine Exports (timber export) and British brokerage firms, has been marketing Soviet timber products in Britain as a British corporation since 1923. By operating its own agency rather than selling through British brokers, the Soviet government is able to maintain better control over the terms on which Soviet timber is sold, and to save brokerage fees.

Another joint undertaking is the Helsinki-based Soviet-Finnish corporation Konela (established in 1947), which purchases Soviet motor vehicles—chiefly automobiles—from the appropriate combines for sale in Finland through its own retail outlets and through independent Finnish dealerships. Konela purchases parts from
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the spare parts combine Zapchastexport and provides repair services at its retail sales outlets. The mixed-company device has undoubtedly facilitated adaptation to the Finnish market in advertising, sales, and service of Soviet automobiles, since it has permitted extensive utilization of local expertise in these matters. The U.S.S.R. also operates a mixed Soviet-Swedish corporation, Matreco Bil, on a basis similar to Konela, as well as mixed corporations in Norway (Konela-Norge-Bell), France (Aktif-Auto), and Belgium (Scaldia-Volga).

The device of the jointly-owned corporation has not been used solely to sell and service Soviet products. It has been used as well, in recent years, to participate in joint international ventures, particularly in the export and import of oil. The Nafta Corporation, formed in Antwerp in 1967 (sixty per cent Soviet-owned and forty per cent Belgian-owned) distributes Soviet oil products in Belgium.

The operations undertaken by Russian Wood, Konela, and Nafta are too large in scope to be run out of an embassy or consulate, or even out of a trade delegation responsible for trade in many products. Therefore, as Soviet trade increases in volume, additional mixed companies will likely be formed.

CONCLUSION

This paper has attempted to present a description of the structure and operation of the agencies through which the Soviet Union effects its foreign trade. As might be expected, the development of these agencies has been evolutionary in nature, and adjustments in form and practice have been responsive to changes in the nature of Soviet trading. We can, of course, anticipate the further development of trading relationships as well as a continuing search for more efficient organizational structures. Hence, the process of refinement of the Soviet trading apparatus has by no means been finalized.
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